authors in (Qiu & Zhao, 2006 ) developed a PMSM speed control law based on PCH that achieves stabilization via system passivity. In particular, the PCH interconnection and damping matrices were shaped so that the physical (Hamiltonian) system structure is preserved at the closed-loop level. The difference between the physical energy of the system and the energy supplied by the controller forms the closed-loop energy function. A review of the fundamental theory of the Interconnection and Damping Assignment Passivity Based Control technique (IDA-PBC) can be found in (Ortega & García-Canseco 2004a , 2004b . In the concerned papers it was showed the role played by the three matrices (i.e. interconnection, damping, Kernel of system input) of the PCH model in the IDA-PBC design. The permanent-magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) has numerous advantages over other machines that are conventionally used for ac servo drives. It has a higher torque to inertia ratio and power density when compared to the Induction Motion or the wound-rotor Synchronous Motor, which makes it preferable for certain high-performance applications like robotics and aerospace actuators. However, it presents a difficult control problem. This is due to the following reasons: first, the dynamical model of PMSM is nonlinear. Second, the motor parameters (e.g., stator resistance) can vary considerably from the nominal values. Also, the state variable (velocity and current) measurements are often contaminated with a considerable amount of noise. Generally, velocity and current sensors are omitted due to the considerable saving in cost, and volume. In Section 2, we propose a design strategy that utilizes the passivity concept in order to develop a combined controller-observer system for Permanent-Magnet Synchronous Motors (PMSM) speed control using only rotor position measurement and voltages applied to the stator windings. To this end, first a desired energy function for the closed loop system is introduced, and then a combined controller-observer system is constructed such that the closed loop system matches this energy function. A damping term is included to ensure asymptotic stability of the closed loop system. The interesting feature of this approach is the fact that it establishes a duality concept between the controller and observer design strategy. Such a duality feature is unique for nonlinear systems. Simulation tests on the combined controller-observer design are provided to show the feasibility and the performances of this method. The work of Section 3 is related with previous work concerning the voltage control of PMSM (Achour & Mendil, 2007) . The PBC has been combined with a variable structure compensator (VSC) in order to deal with important parameter uncertainties plant, without raising the damping values of the controller. The dynamics of the PMSM were represented as feedback interconnection of a passive electrical and mechanical subsystem. The PBC is applied only to the electrical subsystem while the mechanical subsystem has been treated as a passive perturbation. A new passivity based current controller (PBCC) designed using the dq-model of PMSM is proposed in this Section 3.
Passivity based controller-observer design for permanent magnet synchronous motors
In this part, we develop a control algorithm based on the passivity concept that forces the PMSM to track desired velocity and torque vectors without the need for velocity and stator current measurements, but using only rotor position and stator voltage measurements. The passivity-based controller design proceeds as follows. First, we carry out a decomposition of the system dynamics as a feedback interconnection of passive subsystems, where the outputs of the forward subsystem are the regulated outputs. Second, we design an inner feedback loop that, via the injection of a nonlinear damping term, ensures the controlled subsystem defines a strictly passive map from control signals to regulated outputs. Third, the passivity-based technique is applied to this subsystem leaving the feedback subsystem as a "passive perturbation". This last step involves the definition of the desired closed loop energy function whose associated "target" dynamics evolves on a subspace of the state space ensuring zero error tracking. The main contribution is in the design of an observer that utilizes the high quality position information and voltage for reconstructing the velocity and current signals. The proposed observer is inspired from the passivity based controller design concept. The problem is tackled by constructing an observer that forces the estimated error to match a desired energy function, thereby preserving the passivity property. In addition, for asymptotic stabilization, damping has to be included in the loop. The main feature of this approach is in the fact that it establishes a concept duality between the controller and observer design strategy. Using passivity concept solves stability of the combined controller-observer design. We will introduce a desired energy function that consists of two parts, one for the closed loop controller dynamic and the other for the closed loop observer dynamic. The organization of this Section is as follows: In Subsection. 1.2 we present the two phases  model of PMSM described by Euler-Lagrange (EL) equations, and his properties. The design procedure and the stability problem of the combined controller-observer are given in Subsection. 1.3. Simulation results are presented in Subsection. 1.4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Subsection. 1.5.
Permanent-magnet synchronous motor model 2.1.1 Model
The PMSM uses surface mounted rare earth magnets. We consider the following assumptions: -No significant saliency effects; -negligible damping effects in the rotor; -negligible saturation effects; -ideal symmetrical phases and sinusoidal distributed phase windings; -negligible capacity effects in stator windings, considering rigid shaft and not magnetic material in stator. Under the assumptions above, the standard two phases  model of PMSM obtained in via direct application of EL equation is given by:
where The PMSM can be represented as the negative feedback interconnection of the electrical and mechanical passive subsystems. 
where L 3 2e , L 2e are the spaces of 3 and 1 dimension respectively of square integral, essentially bounded functions and their extensions.
Proof
Considering the total energy H e of the electric subsystem  e , that is: 
A similar procedure used above to prove the passivity of PMSM can be used to establish the passivity of  e , and for mechanical  m we consider the energy function
to prove the passivity property.
Workless forces
In order to introduce the third property, we note that the model (1)-(3) can be written under the following compact form:
Where,
Based on the passivity property of the PMSM and the relations (1)-(3), we deduce that the "workless forces" are given by:
as C (q m ) verifies:
(i.e., C (q m ) is a skew symmetric matrix.)
Remark
In the present of the saliency effects, the "workless forces" are given by: 
T mm
 is a skew symmetric matrix).
The previous identification of the workless forces permitted us to write the relation (7) under the following form:
It is with noting that, these properties have been already derived for Induction machine in (Ortega et al., 1996) .
Problem formulation and design procedure 2.2.1 Problem formulation
The control problem can be formulated as follows: Consider the PMSM model (1)- (3) 
, global torque tracking with internal stability is achieved
Design procedure
The steps to follow are mentioned in section 1. We consider the ideal case to simplify the procedure, where all outputs are supposed available from measurement, then we design an observer to reconstruct the states that we not available.
Passivity approach to controller design
The desired dynamics must be compatible with the bounded constraints of the PMSM. From equations (1)- (3), we deduce the following desired dynamics:
Where ** , emis the desired current and desired rotor velocity respectively. The error dynamic are described by:
De R e U U    
In order to ensure the convergence of the e e to zero, we take: Then the convergence to the desired state trajectory is faster.
Proof
Considering the quadratic function (17), and using the same procedure, we get:
The control law is:
Remarks 1. Since, we can not control the magnetic fields from the permanent magnets; it is reasonable to expect that we must eliminate the effect on electric subsystem  e of the flux linkages due to the permanent magnets. Which is seen from (25), the term from the permanent magnets must be concealed out a drawback of the scheme. However, this term is a vector in a measurable quantity (position). 2. In the closed loop system, the positive definite matrix K 1 increases the convergence of the tracking error and overcome the imprecise knowledge of system parameters, if we choose high gain k e .
Desired current and desired torque
The PMSM operating under maximum torque if the direct current i d in the general reference frame d-q (direct-quadrate) equals to zero. Under the above condition, the desired current in  reference frame is chosen as:
where   is the desired torque; n p is the number of pole pairs, and  m is the amplitude of the flux linkage established by the permanent magnet. The desired torque is deduced from the desired mechanical dynamic (14), we have:
It has been proved in (Kim et al., 1997) , that this scheme has two drawbacks, it is an open loop scheme (in the speed tracking error), and its convergence rate is limited by the mechanical constant time (D m / R m ). In (14)   is defined as: 
Remark
If, v and e q  are considered as input and output, then it is easy to prove the strict passivity of the closed loop system. 
A passivity Approach to observer design
The problem is to construct an auxiliary dynamic system that asymptotically reconstructs the current and velocity signals from input-output measurements, i.e., stator voltage U and rotor position q m , respectively. To this end we will use a passivity approach. An interesting feature of this approach is that it establishes a conceptual duality, between the strategies of PMSM controller and observer design. Such a duality feature is rather unique for nonlinear systems. Based on the physical structure of the PMSM model (1)-(3) and the controller structure (25), we introduce the current and velocity observer systems as follows: 
The model (31), (32) can be written under the following form:
From the equation (12) and (34), we deduce the observer error dynamic:
In order to prove the asymptotic stability of the observer estimated error; we choose the following desired energy error function:
Taking the time derivative of H o  , along the trajectory (35), we get:
Since 0 , q 0
is asymptotically stable.
Following the same procedure used in section II.2.1, we conclude that:
where
We conclude that, the observer (34) reconstructs asymptotically the current and velocity signals.
Remark
We can notice that the gain matrix L has the same effect than that of matrix K 1 in (25), i. e; L is the damping that is injected in the observer system to ensure the asymptotic stability of the observation error.
Combined Controller-Observer Design
The desired dynamics, when only rotor position is measurable are: 
In order to establish the stability of the closed loop system with presence of the observer, we consider equation of state error (35). We get from (25), (16), (40) and (41) Consider the PMSM model (1)- (3) in closed loop with the observer-controller (32)- (33) and (41)- (43). Then, the closed loop system is asymptotically stable provided that: 
The time derivative of cl co H along the trajectory (35), (42), gives:
Which can be written as,
Where, We note that if conditions see that the matrix Q is positive definite if conditions (43) are satisfied. A block diagram representing the passivity-based method is show in Fig. 2 .
Simulation results
The performance of the controller-observer system was investigated by simulation. We used a PMSM model, whose parameters are given in the Appendix 1. The filter and damping parameters taken in the simulation are; a=100; b=87.5; k e2 =100; l e2 =1000 and l v2 =1500. We have limited the desired stator current and chosen the initial observer conditions equal to zero. Fig. 3 shows the time response, of the motor, where a load torque  L of 1.35 Nm is applied to the PMSM at the starting phase and we take a speed reference of 150 rad/s. The rotor speed converges with of setting time of 0.4s. The estimated observer current and speed errors converge to zero. Fig. 4 illustrate the time response of the closed loop system without load torque, and speed reference of (150 rad/s if t<=0.65 and -150 rad/s if t>0.65). We can see that the rotor velocity tracks its reference, and the estimation error converges.
In Fig. 5 , we show the robustness of the combined controller-observer system. We take these uncertainties in the parameters of PMSM (3R a , 2R m , 2L d , 2L q , 1.5D m , 0.75 m ,). We note that, the rotor speed converges, but the setting time is increased lightly. 
Passivity based controller design for a permanent magnet synchronous motor in dq-frame
Within this Section, a new passivity-based controller designed to force the motor to track time-varying speed and torque trajectories is presented. Its design avoids the using of the Euler-Lagrange model and destructuring since it uses a flux-based dq-modelling, independent of the rotor angular position. This dq-model is obtained through the three phase abc-model of the motor, using Park transform. The proposed control law does not compensate the model workless force terms which appear in the machine dq-model, as they have no effect on the system energy balance and they do not influence the system stability properties. Another feature is that the cancellation of the plant primary dynamics and nonlinearities is not done by exact zeroing, but by imposing a desired damped transient. The effectiveness of the proposed control is illustrated by numerical simulation results. The Section 2 is organized as follows. The PMSM dq-model and the inner current loop design are presented at Subsection 2.2. In Subsection 3, the passivity property of the PMSM in the dq-reference frame is introduced. Subsection 2.4 deals with the computation of the current, flux and the torque references. The passivity property of the closed loop system and the resulting control structure are given in Subsections 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. Simulation results are presented in Subsection 2.7. Subsection 2.8 concludes this Section. The proof of the passivity property of the PMSM in the dq frame is given. The analysis and proof of the exponential stability of the flux tracking error is introduced. Subsections 2.5 contain the proof of the passivity property of the closed loop system.
Permanent-magnet synchronous motor model in dq frame
The PMSM uses buried rare earth magnets. Its electrical behaviour is described here by the well known dq model (Krause et al., 2002) , given by Equation (48):
In this equation the following notations have been employed: 
where J is the rotor moment of inertia, f VF is the viscous friction coefficient, and  L is the load torque. The electromagnetic torque  e can be expressed in the dq frame as follows:
The rotor position  m is given by Equation (51):
where  d and  q are the flux linkages in dq frame. The interdependence between the flux linkage motor  dq and the current vector dq i can be expressed as follow (Krause et al., 2002) :
where  d and  q are the flux linkages in dq frame. Substituting dq i value obtained by Relation (52) in Equations (48) and (50) (49), (51), (53) and (54). The reference value of the current vector i dq is denoted by:
The proportional-integral (PI) current loops, used to force 
Assuming that by the proper choice of positive gains k dp , k di , k qp , k qi , these loops work satisfactory. Then, the reference vector dq i  can be considered as control input for the PMSM model. This result on the simplified dynamic dq-model of the PMSM given below:
This simplified form of the PMSM model is further used to design the control input dq i  using the passivity approach.
Passivity property of dq-model
Lemma 3
The PMSM represents a strictly passive system if the reference vector, of the stator currents,   due to skew-symmetric property of the matrix  . Integrating both sides of Equation (61), yields
Consider that the dq i  is the input vector and dq  is the output vector. Then, with positive definite function
the energy balance Equation (62) of the PMSM becomes
This means that the PMSM is a strictly passive system . Thus, the term 1 T p md q dq dq nR     has no influence on the energy balance and on the asymptotic stability of the PMSM also; it is identified as the workless forces term.
Analysis of tracking errors convergence using passivity-based method
The desired value of the flux linkage vector dq  is: 
The Inequalities (74) and (79) give that:
The Equation (80) shows that, the flux tracking error e f is exponentially decreasing with a rate of convergence of  f /2.
Flux reference computation
The computation of the control signal dq i  requires the desired flux vector dq   . If the direct current i d in the dq frame is maintained equal to zero, then the PMSM operates under maximum torque. Under this condition and using Equation (52), results in
The torque set-point value e   corresponding to dq   is given by Equation (54). Substituting (82) in (54), it results that:
Therefore the value of the flux reference is deduced as
Torque reference and load torque computation
The desired torque e   is computed by the expressions (28)- (29).
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In practical applications, the load torque is unknown, therefore it must be estimated. For that purpose, an adaptive law (Kim et al., 1997) has been used:
3.4 Passivity property of the closed loop system in the general dq reference frame
Lemma 4
The closed loop system represents a strictly passive system if the desired dynamic output vector given by
and the flux linkage vector dq  are considered as input and output, respectively.
Proof
Substituting the control input vector dq i  from (71) in Equation (57), gives
where  is given by Relation (86).
Multiplying both sides of Equation (87) (88) is writes as
Integrating both sides of Equation (45), yields The previous relation shows that, the closed-loop system is a strictly passive . Thus, the term
has no influence on the energy balance and the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system; it is identified as the workless forces term.
Passivity based current controller structure for PMSM
The design procedure of the passivity-based current controller for PMSM leads to control structure described by the block diagram in Fig. 6 . It consists of three main parts: the load torque estimator given by Equation (85), the desired dynamics expressed by the Relations (28)- (29), (81)- (85), and the controller given by Equations (55), (56) and (71). In this design the imposed flux vector, dq   , is determined from maximum torque operation conditions allowing the computation of the desired currents dq i  . Furthermore, the load torque is estimated through speed error, and directly taken into account in the desired dynamics. The inner loops of the PMSM control are based on well known proportional-integral controllers. Park transform is used for passing electrical variables between the three-phase and dq frame. The actuator used in the control application is based on a PWM voltage source inverter. Voltage, currents, rotational speed and PMSM angular position are considered measurable variables.
Simulation results
The parameters of the PMSM used for testing the previously exposed control structure are given in Appendix. 2. The plant and its corresponding control structure of Fig.6 are implemented using Matlab and Simulink software environment. It employs the PMSM model represented by the Equations (48)-(51) whose parameters are given in appendix 2. The chosen solver is based on Runge-Kutta algorithm (ODE4) and employs an integration time step of 10 -4 s. The parameter values of the control system are determined using the procedures detailed in Subsections 2.2 and 2.4 as follows. From the imposed pole locations, the gains of the current PI controller are computed as: k dp =95, k di =0.85, k qp =95, and k di =0.8. The gains concerning the desired torque are set at a=75 and b=400 using pole placement method also. The damping parameters values have been obtained by using a trial-and-error procedure starting from guess values based on the stability Condition (71); their final values are k fd = k fq = 650. The gain of the load torque adaptive law is set to k L =6, value which ensures the best asymptotic convergence of the speed error.
In all tests performed in this study, the following signals have been considered as representative for performance analysis: rotational speed ( Fig. 7(a) ), line current ( Fig. 7(b) ), electromagnetic torque (Fig. 7(c) ), the stator voltages in dq frame ( Fig. 7(d) ), zoom of voltage at the output of the inverter (Fig. 7(e) ), and zoom of line current (Fig. 7(f) ). Fig. 7 shows the motor response to square speed reference signal with magnitude ±150 rad/s. This study concerns the robustness test of the designed control system to disturbances. To this end, a load torque step of  L =10 Nm has been applied at time 0.5 second and has been removed at time 4.5 seconds (see Fig. 7 ). The results of Fig. 7 show that the response of the rotor speed to the disturbance is quite and the electromagnetic torque,  e , have been increased to a value corresponding to the load applied. The rotational speed and line current tracks quickly the reference, without overshoot and all other signals are well shaped. The peaks visible on the electromagnetic torque evolution are due to high gradients imposed to the rotational speed. In practice, these peaks can be easily reduced by limiting the speed reference changing rate and by limiting the imposed current  q i value. However, such situation has been chosen for a better presentation of the control law capabilities and performances. Fig. 6 . The block diagram for the passivity-based current controller.
www.intechopen.com Fig. 7 . Motor response to square speed reference signal with a load torque step of 10 Nm from t=0.5s to t=4.5s. A test of robustness at parameter changes has been performed. As presented in Fig. 8 , a simultaneous change of +50% of the stator winding resistance R s and +100% of the moment inertia J. The change of the stator winding resistance, R s , affects slightly the dynamic motor response. This is due to the fact that the electrical time constant  f of closed-loop system appearing in Equation (80) is compensated by the imposed damping gain, K f , from Equation (71). However, a change of +100% inertia moment J increases the mechanical time constant and hence the rotor speed settling time (see Fig. 2 .5). The designed PBCC is based only on the electrical part of the PMSM and has no direct compensation effect on the mechanical part. 
Conclusion
In the section 2, a strategy for designing PMSM control system that requires only rotor position and stator voltage measurements was presented. To this end, the passivity approach to design a controller-observer is adopted. It was shown that this strategy can provide asymptotically stabilizing solutions to the output feedback motor tracking problem. It is shown from simulation results that the robustness of the combined controller-observer with respect to the load and model uncertainties. This is mainly due to the fact that both of the controller and observer exploit the physical structure of the PMSM system and the injection of the high damping. A new passivity-based speed control law for a PMSM has been developed in the section 3. The proposed control law does not compensate the model workless force terms as they have no effect on the system energy balance. Therefore, the identification of these terms is a key issue in the associated control design. Another feature is that the cancellation of the plant primary dynamics is not done by exact zeroing but by imposing a desired damped transient. The design avoids the using of the Euler-Lagrange model and destructuring (singularities effect) since it uses a flux-based dq-modelling, independent of the rotor angular position. The inner current control loops which have been built using classical PI controllers preserve the passivity property of the current-controlled synchronous machine. Unlike the majority of the nonlinear control methods used in the PMSM field, this control loop compensates the nonlinearities by means of a damped transient. Its computation aims at imposing the currents set-points based on the flux references in the dq-frame. These latter variables are computed based on the load torque estimation by imposing maximum torque operation conditions. The speed control law contains a damping term ensuring the system stability and the adjustment of the tracking error convergence speed. The obtained closed-loop system allows exponential zeroing of the speed error, also preserving the passivity property. Simulation studies show the feasibility and the efficiency of the proposed controller. This controller can be easily included into control structures developed for current-fed induction motor commonly used in industrial applications. Its relatively simple structure should not involve significant hardware and software implementation constraints.
Appendix 1 R a = 2 ; R m ; 0.00019 Nm/rd/s;  m =0.2 Wb ; n p =2 ; L d =3.1 mH; L q = 3.1 mH; D m =0.024 Kgm2; I n =15 A; V n =250 V; P n =3.75 KW; N=4000 r n/mn.
